Guilford Farms

Established: 1956
Township: Washington
Owners/Operators: Greg and Nathan Guilford
Grow/Raise: Corn, Soybeans, Wheat, and Clover Hay
Past Grown/Raised: Corn, Soybeans, Wheat, Canola, and Cattle
Brand of Equipment: Co-Op, Deutz, John Deere
Generations: Start of the fourth

Being fourth generation, Guilford Farms has cherished the memories of getting able to work on projects and spend time with the older generations. Throughout these years, they pride themselves on keeping the farm looking its best. Before Guilford’s ownership, the hip roof barn was hit by a tornado. Another interesting fact is that while Fairview Elementary School was being built, the architect would land his airplane in the hay field south of the barn when he visited the construction site.